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CITY OF GENEVA, HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION

MEETING LOCATION &
HPC INFORMATION

Location:
Geneva City Hall
Council Chambers
109 James Street
Geneva, IL 60134

Time:
7:00 p.m.

Commissioners:
Paul Zellmer, Chairman
Don Hartman
Lisa McManus
George Salomon
George Stazin
David Warner
Carolyn Zinke

Staff Liaison:
Michael A. Lambert
Preservation Planner
630/938.4541
preservation@geneva.il.us

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 17, 2021 MEETING

In adherence to Gov. Pritzker’s Executive Order 2021-01 and 2021-03 (updated
mitigation tiers and phases) limiting meeting gatherings to the lesser of 50 people or
50% of overall room capacity and the requirement to wear a face covering in public
places; attendance at public meetings may be limited or restricted. City of Geneva
meetings are now a combination of live and virtual. In addition, meetings are
livestreamed for the public to provide the ability to contemporaneously hear all
discussion, testimony and roll call votes of the open meeting in real time. Please visit
the City website for details on how to watch the meeting live.
While the public may be limited or restricted from attending meetings in person,
individuals wishing to provide public comment may do so in advance (recommended)
or during the meeting by sending an email to: publiccomment@geneva.il.us
In addition, individuals unable to attend in person (due to gathering restrictions) may
be recognized during the meeting (audio only) by accessing the meeting via the link
below:
Meeting Link: https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/3865746956763855887
For more information about meeting procedures or providing public comment,
please see the Meeting and Public Comment Rule Modification Due to COVID-19
1.

Call to Order

2.

Roll Call

3.

Approval of Meeting Minutes
January 20, 2021

4.

Review of Building Permit Applications
A. 410 South River Lane
CASE 2020-063
Applicant:
Brian Hogan / Hogan Design + Construction Developer / Contractor
Sean Gallagher / Gallagher Associates - Architect
Application for: Change of Approved Siding Materials and Details

The Geneva Historic Preservation Commission meeting is audio-recorded, and summary minutes are
transcribed by a recording secretary.
The City of Geneva complies with the requirements of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990.
Individuals with disabilities who plan to attend this meeting and who require accommodations in order to
allow them to observe and or participate in this meeting are required to contact the Planning Division at
630/232.0818 at least 48 hours in advance of the meeting to allow the City of Geneva to make reasonable
accommodations for those persons.
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4.

Review of Building Permit Applications (continued)
B. 521 Hamilton Street
CASE 2021-003
Applicant:
William “Bill” and Jackie Docimo - Owners
Application for: Front Door Replacement
C.

Time:
7:00 p.m.
Commissioners:
Paul Zellmer, Chairman
Don Hartman
Lisa McManus
George Salomon
George Stazin
David Warner
Carolyn Zinke

422 West State Street
CASE 2021-007
Applicant:
Mike Sweeney / Red Oak Builders, Inc. - Contractor
Mike Deagle - Owner
Application for: Removal of Bay Window and Restoration of
Original Window Openings with Replacement
Windows at the Front Facade

5.

Secretary’s Report (Staff Updates)

6.

New Business
A. From the Commission
B. From the Public

7.

Adjournment

Next HPC Meeting: March 16, 2021

Staff Liaison:
Michael A. Lambert
Preservation Planner
630/938.4541
preservation@geneva.il.us

The Historic Preservation Commission meeting is audio-recorded and summary minutes are taken
by a recording secretary.
The City of Geneva complies with the requirements of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990.
Individuals with disabilities who plan to attend this meeting who require accommodations in order
to allow them to observe and or participate in this meeting are required to contact the Planning
Division at 630/232.0818 at least 48 hours in advance of the meeting to allow the City of Geneva to
make reasonable accommodations for those persons.

HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION
MINUTES
109 James Street
Geneva, Illinois, 60134
January 20, 2021
1.

Call to Order

Chairman Zellmer called to order the January 20, 2021 remote meeting of the Geneva
Historic Preservation Commission at 7:00 p.m. and read a statement regarding the electronic
meeting and its protocol.
2.

Roll Call
Present HPC:

Chairman Zellmer; Commissioners Hartman*, McManus*, Salomon*,
Stazin*, Warner*, Zinke*

Absent:

None

Staff Present:

Preservation Planner Michael Lambert, City Planner Chayton True

Others Present:

Sean Gallagher* with Gallagher Associates Architects; Applicant Ben
Hinds* with BGH Construction; Applicant Nancy Lorenz*

(*remote)
3.

Approval of November 17, 2020 Minutes

Minutes of November 17, 2020 – Motion by Commissioner Salomon to approve the
minutes. Second by Commissioner Warner. Roll call:
Aye:
Nay:
4.

Hartman, McManus, Salomon, Stazin, Warner, Zinke, Zellmer
None
MOTION PASSED. VOTE: 7-0

Review of Building Permit Applications

A.
406 South River Lane (Case No. 2020-064). Applicant: Brian Hogan with Hogan
Design + Construction – Developer/Contractor; Sean Gallagher with Gallagher Associates
Architects. Application for Change of Approved Siding Materials and Details. Mr. Lambert located
the property within the appropriate historic districts. The proposed project was previously reviewed
by the HPC on March 18, 2020 for new construction, which was approved unanimously by the
commission. The applicant, however, was now asking for approval of a modification to exterior
materials due to the rising costs of materials. The majority of the stucco finish on the building
facing the public street will be retained; however, the applicant is seeking approval of composite
lap siding for portions of the north and south side walls, second floor dormers, west rear wall and
the entire exterior of the attached garage. Mr. Lambert provide elevations of the house with the
previously-approved materials (in March 2018) as compared to the materials being proposed.
Again, the entire garage would have composite clapboard siding with the stucco removed. In one
or two locations the coved bracket detail at the eave would be eliminated at the rear elevation and
detached garage.
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Mr. Sean Gallagher, the architect for the project, summarized that materials prices have not
decreased and so adjustments were being made. Other than the cladding, the changes to the
front façade included changes in the shed dormers and with staff’s help a solution was found on
how to terminate the siding into the project elements. Mr. Gallagher described in more detail the
changes that were to occur. Because the house at 402 (River Lane) had beaded siding, the
proposed home would have beaded siding at the base but no beading on the dormer piece. The
siding in the dormers would be standard lap siding.
Commissioner Zinke believed that switching from stucco to lap siding added another design
element which could be alleviated if the color was similar. She believed the design would be more
homogenous if the lap siding and stucco were the same color. Mr. Gallagher believed that was the
intent of the applicant – to use more earth tones – and to keep it a similar tone as the stucco.
Commissioner Stazin referenced that the project was described as Tudor Revival-inspired
and asked whether there was another home in the district reflecting a similar material combination.
Mr. Gallagher could not recall a specific home but said it was common to see sided dormers. In
fact, very little stucco period architecture existed in the historic district. Mr. Lambert added that
some examples of mixed material could be found on a Tudor-revival home located on Second
Street which included brick and siding, as well as at 122 Campbell Street (Craftsman) with stucco
and weatherboard at the base of the building.
Commissioner Stazin inquired whether there were concerns on how the homes would play
off of each other given the changes were budget-driven rather than aesthetically-chosen, wherein
Mr. Lambert shared a discussion he had with Mr. Brian Hogan on this matter, noting that the three
homes did not have the broad yard seen 60 years ago and because the way the homes sat in
close proximity with each other, someone would not see the rear façade in clapboard. Also, having
dormers with a different material existed in this style of Tudor. In speaking with Mr. Hogan, the
goal was to have the same stucco appearance from the street.
Commissioner Hartman, being in the business, indicated that the proposed modifications
looked normal and most of the dormers he saw or worked on were done in siding. Chairman
Zellmer supported the proposal and entertained a motion.
Motion by Commissioner Zinke to approve the proposed exterior material changes
for 406 S. River Lane, as presented. Second by Commissioner Salomon. Roll call:
Aye:
Nay:

Hartman, McManus, Salomon, Stazin, Warner, Zinke, Zellmer
None
MOTION PASSED. VOTE: 7-0

B. 621 South Street (Case No. 2020-091). Applicant: Ben Hinds/BGH ConstructionContractor; Mike and Lynn Fehr, Owners. Application for Rear Porch Addition on Contributing
Property, Visible from Front Yard. Preservation Planner Lambert located the property within the
historic districts of the City and discussed the historical background of the home and its relocations
over the years. He stated the property was renovated many times. In 2004, it was remodeled
significantly. In July 2016, the Fehrs (owners of the home) came before the HPC requesting
window, door, and railing modifications, but, according to the City’s zoning regulations, the narrow
side of the lot was considered the front yard. Therefore, the proposed open air porch was in the
front yard and subject to HPC review. Plans and inspirational images for the proposed open porch
were depicted. The new porch would attach to the 2004 garage addition and not to the historic
home. Elevations of the project followed. Materials for the fireplace included a stone product with
true cedar wood (smooth finish) to match the house. The outdoor porch was in character with the
2004 addition.
2
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Mr. Ben Hinds, contractor, discussed that the owners removed the prior rotting pergola and
decided to maximize their outdoor space. Due to the unique zoning, it was determined to attach
the structure. All finishes, trim, soffit and fascia would be uniform with the existing house.
Commissioner Stazin asked whether the stone being proposed for the fireplace was located
on any portion of the property or on any of the elevations. Mr. Lambert recalled the chimney was
brick. However, Mr. Lambert explained that the commission normally encouraged materials that
identify during their own time period and because the (proposed) element stood alone, it did not
adversely impact any part of the historic building. Commissioner Stazin voiced concern about the
stone material, the massing, and the size of the feature, but because he did not see the stone on
the front or side elevations it was introducing a sizeable and recognizable element. Yet, if it was
located toward the back, maybe it would not be as noticeable.
Mr. Hinds indicated the feature could be regarded as a landscaping feature since when
viewing the property from Seventh Street, natural stone pillars were on the property and the
proposed stone would be in similar character as the existing natural landscaping, clarifying the
intent for the fireplace was to have natural stone/limestone.
Per Commissioner Zinke’s question, Planner Chayton True explained that the reason the
porch had to be attached to the garage was due to it being a permitted element by right within the
zoning district and by allowing that, the applicant would not have to seek a variation. Per other
commissioner questions, the fireplace would be a direct vent fireplace.
Hearing no further questions, the Chairman entertained a motion. Motion made by
Commissioner McManus to approve the rear front porch, as presented. Second by
Commissioner Hartman. Roll call:
Aye:
Nay:

Hartman, McManus, Salomon, Stazin, Warner, Zinke, Zellmer
None
MOTION PASSED. VOTE: 7-0

C. 615 James Street (Case No. 2020-092). Applicant: Mike Schmidt with Schmidt
Exteriors, Contractor; Nancy Lorenz, Owner. Application for Replacement of Front Door at a
Contributing Property. Preservation Planner Lambert located the property within the City’s historic
districts. The project was before the HPC in October for a door and windows request. The current
request was to replace the existing wooden door with a fiberglass, two-paneled door with three top
window lights. Mr. Lambert referenced a similar door that would have been used during the early
20th Century as builder packages. In his discussions with the contractor, the owner wanted to keep
the new door streamlined and one that would work with the clean lines of the house. The door
element was easily reversible.
Owner, Ms. Nancy Lorenz, summarized her proposal was to replace the door with a
fiberglass door. She assumed the current wooden door was the original door.
Commissioner Warner referenced Page 33 of the agenda packet, noting the request was to
change the door style from No. 31 to No. 351, which looked similar to the one she had. He
questioned why Ms. Lorenz wanted to change it, wherein Ms. Lorenz stated she wanted more light
in the house and for it to be more energy efficient with updated hardware. Commissioner Warner,
however, discussed that the existing door was historic, and while he was not sure how the
commission dealt with doors prior, he said the door was easily changeable.
Historic Planner Lambert proceeded to explain how the commission dealt with doors in the
past, noting the commission had requested certain character-defining doors to be restored, or, to
3
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consider whether a door was a reversible alteration. The struggle, he explained, was that postWorld War II housing was in an era where items were mass produced and builder stock was what
was available. In reviewing the proposal, Mr. Lambert pointed out that the original door was
hidden by a storm door and he had no real opinion to offer the commissioners regarding the door
replacement.
While Commissioner Zinke liked the windows that were replaced, she felt the proposed
style of the door was early 1900s and did not fit the style of the home. She suggested a door style
with a wooden bottom but with more glass above the handle. However, Ms. Lorenz stated the
matter was a privacy issue and the house was very small.
Chairman Zellmer agreed the door was reversible and the home was a builder-grade style
home with the existing Colonial door easily available at that time. He entertained a motion.
Motion by Commissioner Salomon to approve the front door replacement, as
presented. Second by Commissioner Hartman. Roll call:
Aye:
Nay:
6.

Hartman, McManus, Stazin, Solomon, Zinke, Zellmer
Warner
MOTION PASSED. VOTE: 6-1

Secretary’s Report

Mr. Lambert mentioned he was working on the historic district’s survey and would contact
the commissioners about holding a second meeting in the future to review the updated information.
7.

8.

New Business
A.

From the Commission: None

B.

From the Public: None.

Adjournment

There being no further business to come before the Historic Preservation Commission, the
meeting was adjourned at 7:10 p.m. on motion by Commissioner Stazin. Second by Commissioner
Salomon. Motion carried unanimously by voice vote of 7-0.
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CITY OF GENEVA, HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION
February 17, 2021

Applicant:
Brian Hogan – Hogan Design +
Construction, Developer /
Contractor
Sean Gallagher – Gallagher
Associates, Architect
Emily and Brandon Coxen,
Purchasers

Request:
Permit Review for Changes to
Approved Colors of SemiPermanent Materials

HPC Case Number:
2020-063

Staff Liaison:
Michael Lambert
Preservation Planner
630/938.4541
preservation@geneva.il.us

AGENDA ITEM 4A

410 South River Lane
Proposed Changes to a Single-Family Residence

BACKGROUND
In 1837, the subject property was platted as Lots 1, 2 and 3 of Block 89 in
the Original Town of Geneva. Between 1920 and 1925, Frank W. Renwick
assembled the lots of
Blocks 72 and 89 as well
as land along the west
bank of the Fox River
and a portion of Block
88. Frank W. Renwick
platted the Riverside
Addition to Geneva in
1926.
Most of the houses
fronting River Lane
were completed by
1947. However, Lots 1,
2 and 3 of Block 89 remained vacant for more than 120 years—until 1958,
when a building permit was issued for a new, Cape Cod house.
Construction of the new house was completed in 1959 or 1960. The
residence was first occupied by the Blatner family in 1961. The property
was transferred to descendants of the original owner in 1988.
In November 2017, Hogan Design + Construction submitted a request to
the Geneva Historic Preservation Commission (HPC) seeking approval of
the demolition of the 58 year old, neglected Cape Cod house. Due to its
date of construction, the property was identified as Non-contributing in
the 1999 Architectural Survey; however, it was identified as a
Contributing property in the 2016 update of the Central Geneva Historic
District as listed in the National Register of Historic Places. The request for
demolition was granted by the HPC; the house was demolished in early
March 2018. The Applicant’s expressed intent was to build 3 new houses
on the cleared property that incorporated 3 “by right” platted lots.
In February 2018, Hogan Design + Construction presented the first of 3
houses (402 South River Lane) to the HPC for approval along with a
conceptual streetscape of the completed project. A second house (406
South River Lane) was presented for approval in March 2018. In April
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2018, Hogan Design + Construction submitted plans for the third
house (410 South River Lane), which was consistent with the
previously-submitted streetscape view.

At its February 2018 meeting, the Commission discussed with the
Applicants that the infill houses should reflect the architectural
character of River Lane that was purposefully designed—as part
of Kate Raftery’s River Lane Beautification Project (1926-1947).
The River Lane neighborhood is noted for its variety of residences
inspired by traditional, architectural design as well as being noted
for a diverse palette of materials and colors so that no two
properties have a similar palette. The Commission expressed the
desire that the infill housing would not be “suburban” in character, avoiding the duplication of common materials,
colors, and details between the 3 infill houses. Commissioners
Approved Elevation - April 2018
agreed that each new residence should be wholly distinct from the
other infill residences.
The architectural detailing of the two-story residence at 410 S. River Lane was based on the traditional details and
colors associated with an Early 20th Century, Craftsman Bungalow. Sean Gallagher, Project Architect, provided a
rendering of the proposed infill house and identified specific colors of many of the proposed, semi-permanent
materials.

Color Palette - April 2018

The exterior of 410 South River Lane house was proposed with cementitious, smooth-faced, lap siding with 6”
exposure in combination with cementitious, shingle siding in the gables. The shingle siding was shown as having
a staggered edge; however, a straight-edge siding is more common in similar historic applications throughout the
Geneva Historic District. Other proposed, architectural materials included bronze-tone, aluminum-clad windows
with simulated divided lites; masonry chimney (Cherry Creek Williamsburg brick by Sioux City Brick Co.);
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decorative eave brackets, painted dark brown to match architectural trim; and an asphalt shingle roof (Color:
Pewter Gray or Weathered Wood) with a standing seam, copper-colored accent roof at the front porch. The front
porch did not require a balustrade / railing with the refinement of grading in relation to the finished porch deck.
The porch was proposed to be a traditional wood deck supported on piers with spandrel panels / aprons between;
the spandrel panels are proposed to have wood lattice set at 90 degrees to the ground plane. The single story,
attached garage exterior as proposed to complement the residence in the application of exterior materials.
At its April 17, 2018 meeting, the HPC reviewed the project in accordance with the SOI Standards; Design
Guidelines for Historic Properties, Window Policy and Siding Policy (as adopted by the City of Geneva); and its
review of semi-permanent and permanent colors (as defined in the Geneva Historic Preservation Ordinance).
Specifically, the Commission made a determination on the appropriateness of the following elements:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

the overall massing and length of the proposed residence;
the front door of the residence;
the window design (operation type and divided lite pattern) as well as window materials (aluminum
clad and bronze in color);
chimney materials;
the exterior siding materials (lap siding, shingle siding, and architectural brackets); and
the proposed roofing (dimensional asphalt shingle with standing seam metal roofing accents).

Following discussion at the April 18, 2018 meeting of the
Geneva Historic Preservation Commission (HPC),
Commissioner Zellmer made the motion to approve the
proposed house at 410 S. River Lane; motion seconded
by Commissioner Zinke. Commissioners Hamilton,
Hiller, and Roy concurred; the motion passed, 5-0.
A building permit was issued for the construction of 410
South River Lane on September 16, 2020. The house is
framed in preparation of window and siding installation.

Construction In-Progress – February 2021

REQUEST
The Applicants are requesting to retain the approved
materials but change the color of semi-permanent
materials. Modifications of windows at the second floor
and stairhall are consistent with the fenestration
patterns submitted for Permit Review.
The submitted materials, represented in the submitted
rendering, indicates that all exterior materials—except
brick—are proposed to be shades of black, including all
siding, trim, and roofing (asphalt and metal). Brick is
indicated to be white in color. Additionally, the entry
door is shown as a contemporary, 3/4 lite door with full

Submitted Elevation Rendering – January 2021
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sidelite…both elements feature contemporary glazing divisions. (The depicted door and sidelite has been
identified as an artistic, rendering error; any HPC approval should clarify the approved door and sidelite including
confirmation of style and material.)
The proposed palette consists of the following materials and colors:

As examples of other monochromatic residences in or near the Historic District, the Applicants have submitted
properties (see attached submittal) that the Applicants believe to be comparable examples of dark,
monochromatic residences existing within the Historic District.
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STAFF ANALYSIS
Contemporary design (form and materials) is not discouraged within the Geneva Historic District. However, the
Commission is charged with the duty to determine the compatibility of individual design elements and the
compatibility of infill projects within a neighborhood context. Infill housing should respect existing residents and
the existing structures within a historic neighborhood.
When considering the appropriateness of infill construction, the first goal of the adopted Design Guidelines for
Historic Properties is that new construction should be “compatible with existing neighborhoods.” The second goal
for infill housing (per the adopted Design Guidelines) is to “encourage infill development which is compatible with
the existing (architectural) character of the neighborhood.” Key considerations of the Design Guidelines include:
What are the qualities that are attractive in the buildings in the neighborhood?
Is there a consistent theme or pattern of the neighborhood that may inform the design of the new
home?
In 2018, the Applicants identified a specific design intent for the 3 infill houses at the corner of River Lane and
Fulton Street: incorporate traditional, architectural details that reflected and complemented the existing
character of the River Lane neighborhood as well as its variety of architectural styles and diversity of materials.
Additionally, the Applicants identified that trim detailing, types of siding, and colors for each house would be
distinct from the other houses of the 3 parcel development.
In April 2018, the Applicant submitted a Craftsman-inspired design with materials and a traditional, color palette
for the infill house at 410 South River Lane. The submitted project was identified by the Applicant as being
sympathetic to the existing, architectural context of the historic neighborhood and, also, distinct from the adjacent
2 infill houses. The Historic Preservation Commission (HPC) concurred and approved the submitted project.
In January 2021, the Applicants submitted a proposal for HPC review that deviated from the approved visual
aesthetics for the infill house at 410 South River Lane. The effect of the proposed, monochromatic, dark-colored
scheme is to nullify, obscure, and eradicate the architectural details of the approved, Craftsman-inspired design.
The resulting development of the 3 infill houses will not appear to have developed organically but may be viewed
as an indiscreetly-inserted, composition of black, gray, and white residences…a grouping that does not exist within
the River Lane neighborhood, currently or historically.
The review of this request recognizes that—if the building exterior was proposed to be sided with traditional wood
materials and finished with traditional, field-applied paint—then the color selections may be considered
temporary and reversible. However, semi-permanent finishes are manufactured and marketed as long-life,
“maintenance free” products, intended to survive “without fading or chalking” for decades and intended to reduce
the necessity of frequent re-painting. Longevity and semi-permanence affects overall neighborhood character.
The selected colors, in and of themselves, are a matter of personal choice. However, the combined effect of the
selected colors; the permanence of factory-applied finishes; and the resulting effect of nullifying the intentional,
architectural design of the residence potentially affects neighborhood character. Because the proposed
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composition deviates from the previously-approved proposal for the exterior design of the infill house at 410
South River Lane, Staff believes that additional HPC review is warranted.
As outlined in Section 10-6-2 of the Geneva City Code (see below), the Historic Preservation Commission is
provided with the opportunity to review “permanent or semi-permanent materials” for “compatibility with the
architectural style” of a building and for “general compatibility with the surrounding neighborhood and environs.”
COLOR,
REVIEW OF:

The review of any color for any installed architectural feature shall be considered only for those
elements which are comprised of permanent or semi-permanent materials (i.e. masonry, pre-finished
metal, terra cotta, etc.). The historic preservation commission shall not review color palettes for any
material which is both reversible and temporary in nature (i.e. paint, stain, asphalt shingles, etc.).
Review of color shall be limited to review for general compatibility with the architectural style and
permanent, significant materials of the designated property as well as general compatibility with the
surrounding neighborhood or environs. The historic preservation commission shall not dictate color
selections based solely on aesthetic opinion and without historic basis or precedence.

Therefore, the issue before the Commission is not a matter of personal opinion about a particular, contemporary,
color palette. The matter for consideration is the appropriateness of the proposed, semi-permanently-colored
materials that result in a non-traditional, monochromatic palette for an intentionally-designed, Craftsmaninspired house in a historic neighborhood that is both architecturally distinct and characterized by diversity of
materials, detailing, and form. In other words, are the proposed, material modifications congruous and consistent
with the approved architectural design for the infill house exterior at 410 South River Lane? Is the proposed
exterior modification consistent with the established context of the River Lane neighborhood?
Notable inconsistencies exist between the submitted
rendering and the actual samples furnished by the
Applicants. In order to provide a degree of visual distinction
between various siding styles, trim elements, and other
architectural features, the submitted rendering utilizes
artistic shading to distinguish materials and planes. For
example, the exposed roof plane in the submitted rendering
(see pages 3 and 4 of this report) is depicted in a medium
gray tone rather than nearly pure black per the submitted
roof sample. The standing seam, metal, porch roof is shown
in the submitted rendering as copper-colored when the
submitted color is proposed to be matte black. Also, based
upon the submitted palette of materials, the approved
bronze-tone windows (approved in 2018) will be substituted
Tonally Adjusted Elevation – January 2021
with windows and doors in a black finish. Porch piers are
brick, but are depicted in the submitted rendering as black rather than the submitted white color. Additionally,
porch apron lattice (screening) is illustrated as black, but is rendered as if light will be shone from beneath the
porch. Finally, the window glass is depicted as white, but—in reality—will appear dark when the interior is not
lighted or covered with light-colored window treatments. The east-facing, front façade will be in deep shadow
most daylight hours, most months of the year.
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Dark, monochromatic exteriors for residences have appeared throughout the history of American residential
design. The first, historic period of American architecture that utilized monochromatic paint schemes were the
simply-massed forms of Early Colonial America “with little or no stylistic elements.” (A Field Guide to American
Houses, McAlester) The Gothic Revival style of the mid-19th century introduced deep, richly-colored schemes that
served to accentuate the elaborate and exuberant detailing associated with the style. Between 1870 and 1905,
bold, multi-colored exteriors that incorporated deep—often dark—paint colors defined the Victorian Era and the
multitude of exterior details incorporated into the era’s many architectural styles. Residences designed in the late
19th century Shingle style were allowed to weather to a deep tone…although trim and windows were often
accentuated with a contrasting trim color. In the Craftsman Era residences of the early 20th century, deep earth
tones—including very dark browns, reds, and greens—were favored. However, the intended effect was to unify
design elements and to exploit the effect of light and shadow on the natural materials across the compositions.
Typically, Craftsman exteriors were enhanced with contrasting colors for windows, banding, and other
architectural details. The exteriors of Tudor Revival houses of the same period were treated similarly. For a brief
period during the late 1920s and early 1930s, Art Deco residences incorporated large amounts of black and other
dark colors as part of the overall design aesthetic associated with the style in both art and design. The International
style, which dominated modern architecture from 1930-1980, utilized black or other dark colors to emphasize the
architectural minimalism that characterized the exteriors of that aesthetic. More recently, black and dark-colored,
monochromatic exteriors are most closely associated with the striking and, often, rectilinear forms of
contemporary houses where bold, crisp facades consist of integrated planes of complementary or contrasting
textures, colors, and materials. In each era, dark colors were utilized to enhance, not nullify, the design details of
residential exteriors.
Historically, 2 notable examples of predominantly black houses exist within Geneva (but not within the designated
Geneva Historic District): the 1952 Walter Frazier/William Moulis House (102 Bennett Street) [below left] and the
1949-1952 Jacques C. Brownson House (949
Batavia Avenue) [right]. Both houses utilized
black walls and structural elements to
minimize or nullify architectural detail,
thereby reducing the contemporary,
architectural forms to basic, planar surfaces.
When constructed, the Frazier-Moulis
House utilized solid, black walls at the front
Image from Modern In The Middle
Image courtesy of the
façade to emphasize the contrasting, white (Benjamin/Sabatino, 2020)
Geneva History Museum
entry portal and fascia while simultaneously
nullifying the impact of an overhead garage door (the front façade has been altered from its original design). The
Brownson House utilizes a black, steel superstructure and accent walls of earth-toned brick in combination with
expanses of glass (which appears black when the floor-to-ceiling, white curtains are not drawn closed). The historic
setting of each of these avant-garde houses was not within an established neighborhood context.
The Applicants have provided the following properties as examples of local residences with exterior color schemes
comparable to the Applicants’ request (winter images provided by Applicants). Staff has provided additional
images and observations of each submitted property.
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320 South Sixth Street: The use of black,
monochromatically, across portions of this
historic property—according to the designer,
Z+O Architecture—was used, intentionally, to
emphasize the historic carriage barn-turnedhouse while minimizing the impact of the late
20th century, front yard garage and the 2017
rear additions. The project architect explained that the use of black in a monochromatic application was intended
to create a “visual void” that “minimized the intrusion of the garage and additions on the historic carriage barn”
with its decorative siding details. The completed project achieved the stated design goal of using a
monochromatic, dark-colored scheme to nullify building elements that competed, visually, with the renovated,
historic building on the property.
128 South River Lane: The Gabled Ell house is
a simple house with no decorative patterns in
its siding and no distinguishing architectural
details such as eave brackets (as detailed at
410 South River Lane). The slate blue-gray
body color does not nullify architectural detail
and is offset by white windows, an earth-toned chimney breast, a vibrant red door, and a lighter gray roof that
provides visual interest along River Lane. The traditional materials are field-painted and reversible.
421 South First Street: The main bodies of
minimally-detailed, Tudor Revival houses
were often painted, monochromatically, in
deep-colored hues. The traditional scheme
was often offset by brick, stone, and halftimbered stucco in a contrasting color. Over
its lifetime, this example has been painted in a variety of monochromatic schemes ranging from olives, tans, and
deep brown. However—and consistent with the architectural style of the traditional house, the details of the
facade have been highlighted—in the past—with contrasting trim (dark-colored trim with lighter body colors or
light-colored trim with dark body colors) and contrasting window sash and trim. The prominent chimney breast
provides visual contrast to the primary façade. The deep-colored body of the house is offset by a lighter-colored
roof. The traditional materials are field-painted and reversible.
417 South River Lane: Like Tudor Revival
houses, Cape Cod Houses of the mid-20th
century featured minimalistic, architectural
detailing and, typically, were painted in light
colors with contrasting shutters. While this
contemporary paint scheme incorporates a
darker body color, the character-defining, architectural elements (trim, overhead garage doors, and windows)
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have been painted a lighter color which corresponds to the traditional design of the house. Furthermore, windows
have been accented with shutters of a contrasting color. The deep body color is offset by a lighter-colored roof.
However, with the deeper body color, the recessed, entry porch is obscured in heavy shadow that nullifies the
architectural details of the porch and principal entry to the house. The traditional materials are field-painted and
reversible.
425 South First Street: Until Summer 2020,
this Mid-Century Modern Ranch house (built
1952) retained its original, blond brick
façade. Although the painting of previouslyunpainted masonry (a character-defining,
architectural feature of a historic building) is
discouraged by the adopted Design
Guidelines for Historic Properties, painting of historic masonry does not require a building permit or review by the
Geneva Historic Preservation Commission. Still, the deep body color is accented by contrasting windows and trim
as well as a light-colored roof. While technically “reversible,” the dark gray paint has drastically altered the historic,
architectural character of this excellent example of a 70-year-old ranch house within the Geneva Historic District.
Undisclosed addresses beyond the Geneva
Historic District: The trend of houses, painted
in neutral shades of gray (or painted stark
white with black accents), has continued for a
decade or longer. However, the dark-colored
trend for traditionally-styled houses has been
to respect the architectural detail of a house
exterior with paint schemes that highlight, rather than nullify, architectural detail. The Applicant-provided
example of the traditional house (above left) is an excellent example of how a contemporary color has been
applied in a traditional manner that respects the architectural details of the property…much like the example at
417 South River Lane. The example (also provided by the Applicants) of a monochromatic, contemporary home
with minimalistic architectural detailing (above right), demonstrates that even minimal contrast between
elements (windows, doors, and roofs) highlights the variation of architectural elements that define the façade of
the house. Furthermore, the contemporary example demonstrates the “blacked-out effect” when window frames
and sash are dark-colored. The submitted example also demonstrates how depressed porches become obscured
recesses when the body and detail colors are very dark with minimal contrast between elements.

427 Anderson Boulevard Geneva, Illinois, 60134
P: 630.845.9981
Web: gallagherarch.com
Email: contact@gallagherarch.com
4 1 0 RIVER LANE
Below are a series of homes within the Historic District and closely bordering the district that have been painted in
“Contemporary” paint schemes. As well there are two homes within view of the 410 River home that have been
painted in a “Contemporary” scheme.

410 S. River Material Palette

Hardie (smooth) Anvil Black

Moire Black shingles

Pine Hall brick Villa Chase white mortar

320 S. 6TH Street:

Contemporary color scheme. Property within the Historic District.

Mat Black (metal roofing)

417 S. River Lane:

Contemporary color scheme……body color similar to Anvil Black proposed by applicant. The projects
for this home and siding replacement and restoration were approved by the HPC. In the records of the
applicant’s presentation and meeting minutes there was no indication of colors for the project. The color
scheme for this home could be seen as “contemporary”. Property within one block of the 410 River site.
425 S. 1st Street:

Contemporary color scheme……body color similar to Anvil Black proposed by applicant. This brick
home has recently been painted a contemporary color. There is no record of HPC review of color
selection. Property within one block of the 410 River site.

421 S. 1st Street:

Contemporary color scheme with dark body and trim colors. Property backs up to the 410 River site.
128 S. River Lane:

Contemporary color scheme with dark body and trim colors. Property within three blocks of the 410
River site.

321 Anderson Boulevard

Contemporary color scheme……body color similar to Anvil Black proposed by applicant. This brick
home has recently been painted a contemporary color. Property within two blocks of the Historic
District.
1321 Peyton Street:

Contemporary color scheme. Property six blocks west of Historic District boundary.
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521 Hamilton Street
Proposed Entry Door Replacement

Applicant:

BACKGROUND

Bill and Jackie Docimo, Owners

The property at 521 Hamilton Street is classified as a Non-contributing
property within the Geneva Historic District but is classified, also, as a
Contributing property in the Central Geneva Historic District, listed in the
National Register of Historic Places.

Request:
Permit Review for
Replacement of the Entry
Door at the Front (south)
Façade

HPC Case Number:
2021-003

Summer 2019
Staff Liaison:
Michael Lambert
Preservation Planner
630/938.4541
preservation@geneva.il.us

The 521 Hamilton Street property contributes to the general character of
the neighborhood and streetscape as one of the only Mid-Century
Modern houses within the Geneva Historic District. In 1960, the Hamilton
Street house was built for Ray and Shirley Schuett and their two children,
Lorie and Scott.
Ray Schuett (1927-2012) was a U. S. Marine veteran of both World War II
and the Korean War. From 1948-1956, Mr. Schuett was employed as a
locomotive engineer for the Chicago & North Western Railroad. In 1956,
Ray Schuett joined the Geneva Police Department, where he served as
Assistant Chief of Police by the time he retired in 1978.
Immediately prior to the construction of the house, Shirley Schuett (19282013) worked for the Geneva Modern Kitchens Co.
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The Hamilton Street house was designed by local architect Tom Emma, who was tasked with producing a
“Florida-type house,” which was a style that enamored Mr. Schuett. More importantly, architect Emma was
charged with designing a fireproof home because Officer Schuett had been called upon to identify the remains of
a good friend who had perished in a house fire.
The original, wood-framed house on the property was demolished as the new house of concrete block and a brick
veneer façade was being constructed. Utilizing his uncles (who were masons), Mr. Schuett and his young son,
Scott, constructed the new house themselves. The modern house embodied many design characteristics of the
mid-20th century, including steel cabinetry from Geneva Modern Kitchens Co.; an attached garage; and an
underground bomb shelter.
After retiring from the Geneva Police Department, Ray Schuett worked for the Kane County State’s Attorney as
Head Investigator and, later, as a bailiff at the Kane County Courthouse. Ray and Shirley Schuett sold the house
and retired to Arkansas in 1992.
At that time, the Hamilton Street house was old and converted to medical offices. Later, and until late 2020, the
property was the site of a music school. During the summer of 2020, multiple prospective purchasers inquired
about purchasing the property with the intent of demolition or extensive remodeling.
In late 2020, Bill and Jackie Docimo—both Mid-Century Modern house enthusiasts—acquired the property,
making a commitment to return the neglected and remodeled property to its near-original appearance.
REQUEST
The Applicants are seeking approval from the HPC to
replace the existing, 62-year-old, front entry door with a
new, 4 lite, Smooth Star fiberglass door, within a new jamb,
as manufactured by the Therma-Tru Door Company (see
attached specification sheets). The weatherstripping and
worn threshold will be replaced as well. The historic
opening will not be altered.
If approved by the HPC, the replacement door will be fieldpainted. The goal of the Applicants is to have a periodappropriate door that is energy efficient; is secure; and
allows a greater amount of light into the interior of the
home.
STAFF ANALYSIS
Because the door is located beneath a sizable eave and set
far back from the street, the details of the existing door are
difficult to view from Hamilton Street.
The existing door with 3 individual, small lites (windows)
appears to be the original, 1960 door that was fabricated

Existing Exterior Condition of Original Door
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as a thin veneer skin over a glued-up, wood core. Typically, the veneer of these types of doors was attached, with
adhesives, to the underlying slab frame under great compressive pressure. Unlike earlier, solid wood doors, the
restoration of veneered doors is difficult and costly. The Internet forum, www.woodweb.com features several
entries that discuss the failure of veneered, exterior, entry doors as well as recommendations for solid wood
construction for durability where wood, exterior doors are installed.
Over time, the thin, veneer on the door at 521 Hamilton Street has been damaged by the installation of signage;
poor refinishing efforts; reversal of the swing operation; installation of inappropriate hardware; and general wearand-tear, inflicted during the period of time when the building served as a commercial office and music studio.
At some point in the past, the door swing was reversed, resulting in an awkward and uncomfortable entry
sequence into the house. The modification of the jamb to accept new locations for the hinges and strike has
compromised the structural integrity of both the door and the jamb.

Upper Row - Left and Middle: Patched door jamb because door swing has been reversed. Upper Row - Right: Inappropriate
commercial lever set and deadbolt installed. Lower Row - Left: edge damage and weathered finish as well as deteriorated threshold.
Lower Row – Middle and Right: Damage to veneer at existing exterior (likely original interior face).
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Furthermore, because the existing lever set utilizes the original hardware borings, it appears that the original
interior face of the door is, now, the exterior face of the door, allowing the staggered lites (windows) to remain at
the top of the door. The original, thin veneer at both the exterior and interior has been poorly-refinished and is
gouged and damaged; repair of veneered surfaces is difficult unless the entire skin is replaced.
The Applicants seek to install a
secure, energy efficient door
that is sympathetic to the
architecture of the 1960
Schuett House.
After investigating several
sources, the Applicants have
selected a fiberglass door from
the Pulse collection, a series of
composite, entry doors sold by
the Therma-Tru Door Co. The
Pulse collection has been
inspired by the Mid-Century
Modern aesthetic; however,
none of the Pulse collection
doors duplicates the existing,
wood, entry door at 521
Hamilton Street.
A sizable number of millwork
Left: Interior View of Existing Front Door. Right: Proposed, fiberglass replacement door by
companies produce both wood Therma-Tru Door Company to allow additional light into the interior of 521 Hamilton Street
and fiberglass doors that are (represented door color is for reproduction purposes only; door will be field-painted by owners).
inspired by original, mid-20th
century designs. However, none offers a door that exactly replicates the existing entry door at 521 Hamilton Street
(likely a production-fabricated door—as opposed to a custom-fabricated door—at the time of its installation).
One of the most comprehensive sources for Mid-Century Modern products is www.retrorenovation.com. Serving
as an exchange of information between people renovating homes of that era, the website identifies 14 companies
that fabricate “period appropriate” composite doors (MCM Front Doors). Additionally, the website identifies one
company that produces “period-inspired” wood doors (Simpson Door Company). None of those companies
manufactures a new, composite or wood, entry door that replicates the exact design of the original, wood entry
door of the 1960 Schuett House.
While the design details and materials of the proposed replacement door does not duplicate the original entry
door, the proposed, replacement door is sensitive to the aesthetics and period, architectural character of the 521
Hamilton Street property (which has not been recognized, formally, as a locally-contributing property in the
Geneva Historic District). The proposed installation will restore the original door swing and intended entry
sequence into the 1960 Schuett House.
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AGENDA ITEM 4C

422 West State Street
Proposed Window Replacement

Applicant:

BACKGROUND

Michael Deagle, Owner

The John and Margaret Reed House was built of locally-quarried
limestone in 1854 (although one source states 1852).

Mike Sweeney – Red Oak
Builders

Request:
Permit Review for
Replacement of Windows at
the Front (north) Façade

HPC Case Number:
2021-007

Staff Liaison:
Michael Lambert
Preservation Planner
630/938.4541
preservation@geneva.il.us

John Reed (1796-after 1880) was an Irish immigrant and a shoemaker.
Settling first in Oneida County, New York, the Reed family came to Illinois,
where they were enumerated on October 18, 1850. Among the early
settlers of Geneva, John Reed was among the community’s pioneer
merchants, pursuing his trade for 30 years or longer.
This building served as both home and workshop for John Reed and his
wife Margaret (1810-before 1880) and their 5 children all born in New
York state: Susan (1839-1869); William Hamilton (1841-1910); George
(1843-after 1865); Marcus (1846-??); and David Edward (1849-1900).
Daughter, Susan, married Frederick Carter (1830-1879), who—with his
brothers John and Henry—was also a shoemaker in Geneva.
Sons William, George, and Marcus served in Illinois regiments during the
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Civil War. When mustering in, William Reed was engaged as a stonecutter in a local quarry. History is unclear
whether the 14-year-old William cut stone for the construction of his family’s home or whether the house served
to encourage his young hand in the quarrying industry at a later date. The Gable Front house was approximately
15 years old when it was depicted in the 1869
Bird’s Eye View of Geneva. The original 6-over6, double-hung windows were replaced after
1870 with the existing 12-over-2, double-hung
windows.

1869 Bird’s Eye View of Geneva

Following the death of John Reed after 1880,
the State Street property was acquired,
eventually, by Jerome B. Ellis, who used the
property to generate rental income. By 1891,
Mr. Ellis had constructed the 1 story, bay
window at the west side of the limestone
house. Between 1891 and 1897, Mr. Ellis built
a small porch at the front entrance; added the
second floor room above the west-facing bay
window; and erected several additions at the
rear of the house. It is probable that Ellis also
constructed the west-facing dormer at the
second floor during that time. Between 1900
and 1918, Mr. Ellis coated the exterior of the
house with stucco.

A. Jacob “A. J.” Kautz bought the property in
1918 and re-coated the exterior walls with a
fresh layer of stucco. By 1923, Mr. Kautz had
erected a full-width, 1 story porch across the front façade and had modified the rear additions to the configuration
that stands in 2021. The property remained unchanged for the next 34 years.
Upon A. J. Kautz’ death, the 422 West State Street property was sold—in August 1957—to Edith Mercy (Fox) Gibbs
(1908-1999) and Mary Lucille “Lucy” (Jackson) Clancy (1910-1989) in conjunction with their husbands, William J.
Gibbs, Jr. and Gates W. Clancy. Mr. and Mrs. Gibbs operated the Gibbs Shoe Store, which they had moved from
Oak Park to Geneva in 1956. Mrs. Clancy served as the office manager of her husband’s law firm. The couples
closed on the property and immediately began an extensive remodeling of the 103-year-old house. They removed
the stucco exterior and exposed the original limestone walls; demolished the front porch and replaced it with a
broad, concrete stoop; installed the hood roof over the front door; removed the original front windows and
installed the expansive bay window across the front façade; and remodeled the interior of the building. The main
floor was leased to Lila Carlson, who opened her Elsie-Lila Dress Shop on October 4, 1957 in the house built for
the Reed family. A widow, Mrs. Carlson had established her dress shop at 11 North Second Street in 1956.
Between 1957 and 2013, the exterior of the frame, rear addition has been modified and rehabilitated numerous
times. In the last 25 years, the historic property housed a yarn shop and, until closing in 2020, an antique store.
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REQUEST
The Applicant is seeking approval from the HPC to replace the existing, 64-year-old, bay window and restore the
historic openings with new, 2-over-2, wood, double-hung windows. The goal of the Applicant is to return the 164year-old State Street façade to closely reflect its late 19th century appearance.
Additionally, the north-facing door at the historic rear addition will be replaced with a slightly wider, handicapaccessible door. Other remodeling projects will be completed at the interior that will not affect any exterior
elevation over which the HPC has review responsibility.
STAFF ANALYSIS
The property at 422 West State Street is a Significant property within the Geneva Historic District. The property is
notable for its association with significant persons (the early Reed family); for association with the Early
Settlement Era (1837-1857) architecture of Geneva; for association with Methods of Construction (locallyquarried limestone tradition); and for association with Community Development (early merchant/trade site).
The historic window openings at the first floor of the State Street facade remain; however, the historic window
sash were removed and discarded more than 60 years ago. The proposed, replacement windows are wood units
and conform to the adopted Geneva Window Policy. The window style (2-over-2, double-hung) closely matches
the remaining historic windows at the property. The installation of the proposed windows will yield a building
facade that closely resembles the façade known to the original occupants at the end of their tenure in the early
1880s.
Alterations of buildings that were completed within the Period of Significance for the Geneva Historic District
(1837-1986) should be considered carefully and cautiously. The Applicant’s proposal will retain the 1957 stoop
and hood roof above the front door. However, the 1957 bay window is proposed to be removed in spite of existing
for nearly 64 years. The expansive display window is representative of the mid-20th century modernization of
historic buildings. However, the determination of appropriateness of the bay window removal should be framed
around 2 questions:
1. Has the 1957 modification gained significance on its own merit? In other words, is the bay window
associated with an important event or significant development? Is the workmanship of the 1957 bay
window of a high quality of design that is valuable for study, if preserved?
2. Is the proposed work based on the restoration of critical architectural features that are otherwise
preserved or well-documented?
Without question, the 1957 alteration is representative of the westward expansion of the commercial district
along State Street during the mid-20th century. However, the importance of the commercial conversion should be
weighed against the significance of the nearly-extant facades of an early residence/workshop that dates to the
founding decades of the Original Town of Geneva.
The proposed work does not require significant reconstruction of historic features. Because the historic window
openings remain and other historic windows remain throughout the house, the proposed window replacement is
based on physical evidence rather than on conjecture or speculation.
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Aside from the identified points of discussion, the Applicant’s request does not identify the door style or material
for the proposed, street-facing, handicap-accessible entrance to be installed at the rear, wood-framed entrance.
Additionally, the Applicant’s proposal does not address how the limestone façade will be repaired if the bay
window is removed. Any masonry work should evaluated following the removal of the bay window (if approved),
and repair should follow the SOI Standards that require matching historic material, coursing, joint style, and
mortar strength.

February 17, 2021
422 West State Street, Agenda Item 4C
HISTORIC SIGNIFICANCE & PROJECT COMPLIANCE SUMMARY – STAFF ANALYSIS
1.

1999 COG Architectural
Survey Designation
(NC, C, PS, S):

Significant

2.

Associated Architectural
Style(s) or Type:

Gable Front

3.

Significant Architectural
Features :

Massing, Limestone Bearing Walls, Wood Frame Rear Additions; Late 19th century
Windows

4.

Date of Construction:

1854

5.

Date(s) of Significant
Addition(s) and/or
Alteration(s):

1891-1897, 1912-1923, 1957

6.

Period of Significance (POS):

1854-1923

7.

Historic Names Associated
with Property:

John and Margaret Reed Family; Jerome Ellis; A. J. Kautz; Edith F. and William
Gibbs, Mary Lucille and Gates Clancy

8.

Historic Images:

No

9.

Historic Map Representation:

1869 Bird’s Eye View of Geneva, Sanborn Fire Insurance Co. (1891, 1897, 1905,
1912, 1923, 1930, 1945)
Home of Pioneer Settler; Early Merchant site (mercantile/community
development); Limestone Construction (Early Settlement Era / Methods of
Construction)
Wood, 2-over-2, double-hung windows in historic openings

10. Why is it Important?
(Context / Significance)
11. Proposed Architectural
Features Consistent with
Architectural Style and POS:
(Exterior Rehab / Additions)
12. Proposed Architectural
Features Inconsistent with
Architectural Style and POS:
(Exterior Rehab / Additions)

Removal of a potentially-significant feature installed during the Period of
Significance for the Geneva Historic District

13. Significant Landscape
Elements:
14. Application of COG
HPC Design Guidelines:

N/A

15. Compliance with COG
HPC Window Policy:

Wood windows are consistent with the Window Policy

16. Compliance with COG
HPC Siding Policy:

N/A

17. Summary IHPA Comments:
(Projects utilizing or
potentially utilizing Rehab
Tax Credit or Tax Assessment
Freeze)

N/A

Restoration of documented, critical features

February 17, 2021

1.

2.

3.

FINDING OF FACT – STAFF ANALYSIS

422 West State Street, Item 4C

COMPLIANCE WITH
THE SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR’S STANDARDS FOR REHABILITATION

A property shall be used for its historic purpose or
be placed in a new use that requires minimal
change to the defining characteristics of the
building and its site and environment.
The historic character of a property shall be
retained and preserved. The removal of historic
materials or alteration of features and spaces that
characterize a property shall be avoided.

Each property shall be recognized as a physical
record of its time, place, and use. Changes that
create a false sense of historical development,
such as adding conjectural features or architectural
elements from other buildings, shall not be
undertaken.
4. Most properties change over time; those changes
that have acquired historic significance in their
own right shall be retained and preserved.
5. Distinctive features, finishes, and construction
techniques or examples of craftsmanship that
characterize a property shall be preserved.
6. Deteriorated historic features shall be repaired
rather than replaced. Where the severity of
deterioration requires replacement of a distinctive
feature, the new feature shall match the old in
design, color, texture, and other visual qualities
and, where possible, materials. Replacement of
missing features shall be substantiated by
documentary, physical, or pictorial evidence.
7. Chemical or physical treatments, such as
sandblasting, that cause damage to historic
materials shall not be used. The surface cleaning of
structures, if appropriate, shall be undertaken
using the gentlest means possible.
8. Significant archeological resources affected by a
project shall be protected and preserved. If such
resources must be disturbed, mitigation measures
shall be undertaken.
9. New additions, exterior alterations, or related new
construction shall not destroy historic materials
that characterize the property. The new work shall
be differentiated from the old and shall be
compatible with the massing, size, scale, and
architectural features to protect the historic
integrity of the property and its environment.
10. New additions and adjacent or related new
construction shall be undertaken in such a manner
that if removed in the future, the essential form
and integrity of the historic property and its
environment would be unimpaired.

The building has been used commercially for more than 60 years; the
continued commercial use will not adversely affect the critical
architectural features of the property.
The documented, early features of the 169–year-old building are
proposed to be preserved or restored. The historic significance of the
existing bay show window is undetermined. Details of the masonry
restoration have not been identified and that work may be subject to
review if the bay window is removed as requested.
The proposed work will restore previously-altered, original features of
the building.

The historic significance of the existing bay show window is
undetermined.
The historic features of the property are proposed to be preserved.
Previously-removed windows are proposed to be replaced with new
wood windows that closely match the historic windows that remain at
the property.

None proposed.

None identified.

The removal of the existing bay show window may cause minimal
damage to the historic façade; assessment of damage and repairs
required due to the removal, if approved, should be subject to further
review by the HPC. The alteration of the existing doorway at the rear,
wood frame addition is minimal and at a discreet and previouslyaltered location.
The essential form will not be altered by either the removal of the bay
show window or the installation of an ADA-compliant doorway.

HPC action on the agenda item may be as follows:
1. Adopt Staff’s Finding of Fact as presented.
2. Adopt Staff’s Finding of Fact, with modifications, basing any modifications on the SOI Standards.
3. Create new Finding of Fact, basing it on the SOI Standards.

